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Havana represents a case of special interest for 

urban research; the development and expansion 

of the city virtually carne to a halt after the Cuban 

revolution in 1959. Therefore the urban structures 

of the past have been conserved to a arge extent. 

But today Havana is a city on th brink 
of change, experiencing the demand for intense 
development and restoration of ·ts built sub

stance. The focus of attention generally lies 

on the histor·ical centre and the areas adjacent 

to Havana's attractive coastline, whilst the 

workaday Havana is in peril of alling behind 
in its development. 
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The authors of this publication draw attention 

to one .of the important zones of the popular 

Havana, the municipality of "10 de Octubre" 

(10DE10). An urban study and planning proposal 
for its future evolution was conceived in the 

academic year 2006/2007. The proposition for 

the urban r invention of 10DE10 is the result of 
the te ching collaboration of the Laboratory 

for the production of architecture (lapa). at EPFL, 

Switzerland, the Faculty of Architecture at the 

Technical University of Havana (CUJAE) and the 

Centre for Urban Studies of Hal/ana, Cuba (CEU-H). 
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The Urban Constitution for 10DE10 outlines the 

objectives for future urban development within 

the munlcipality. 
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on the site conditions and the project process. 
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Havana Lessons 

The project process in Havana:
 
A space for pedagogical innovation
 
Adriana Rahinovich' 

During the 2006-2007 academic year, the Laboratory of Architec
tural Production (lapa) of the $wiss Federal Institute of Technology 
at Lausanne (EPFL) was the scene of an innovative training experi
ence. Recognition of its innovative character is primarily based on 
the clear stance taken by the teaching team with regard to the pur
pose ofthe teaching -learning process') a re\ative\y rare occurrence 
in university teaching targeting professionals who intervene in 
the city.! 

This purpose is related te the explorarion of innovative pedagog
kal strategies making it possible CO develop the requ isitc skills for 
professional practice in the future architects. As far as the lapa is con
cerned, this pedagogical goal presupposes approaches which can do 
justice ta the increasing complexity of urban development, the lack 
of consensus as to what could be deemed an appropriate response, 

;\d riana Rabinovkb is an architect by profession and holds a doetor~l degree in 
Tech lllCô l Sciences from the Swiss federal 1nstLtute of Technology J( LJusanne (EPFl). 
At present, she is a rese.tch dirccror wichin the framework of the National Centre of 
Competence JU Research North-Soueh (NCCR N-S) and 'oches <lr ,he EPfL's Labo
ratory of Urba n $oc;ology. 
2 Presented in the chapeer en titled "Te2ch i ng and resea rch in arch irec(U[ôi edu
catIOn, Jntroductlon~ of ,h is book. 
3 Part of 'he analysi, Nese.nted ia this comribu tion 1\ based on the reft eni01l5 of 
the author span ning a period of more than 20 yeats in the context of her teachJng and 
researeh aetiv;ties in various countnes, her parncipation in training programmes Ol) 

project-based aetivities and, more rccently, the rese>.rch condueted in connecnon wnh 
tbe N'CeR N-S and the eJaboration of the genera! guidelînes of UNESCO's Urban 
Professiollals pwgramme. In this tegard, we wlsh to pa}' tribuce ta che work done 
under the guidance of Prof. Andrea CatenaZZI, who has developcd a series of innova
tive aspects of the teaching-learning process in this field (see Catenazzl 2003, 

eatennzi, da Representaçao, zoo6). The present analYS1S focuses on somc of thcsc 
aspeet5 wh Lch are relevant to the ~c~detn ie cxperience of the lapa. 
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and, hence, the numerous challenges inherent in any complex inter
vention involving a host ofactors. 

In general, the lapa's approach is characterized by the pedago
gical assumption that the point is to construct knowledge within 
the framework ofeducational experiences rather than transmitting 
finished knowledge. In this chapter, we shaH emphasize sorne inno
vative aspects of the teaching-Iearning process implemented in 
connection with the case of the Municipio 10 de Octubre in Havana. 
We shall revisit the relevant stages in the process described in the 
previous chapter, focusing, from a pedagogical perspective, on 
defining the content with regard to the process of urban interven
tion, based on the stages of the personal teaching -learning process. 

The aim therefore is not to evaluate or qualify the products 
plans and projects - elaborated for the city of Havana. Rather, the 
purpose is to further reffection on teaching future urban profes
sionaIs, via an analysis of concrete strategies implemented by the 
lapa. These same strategies promote the development of the neces
sary skills for project-based praxis by university students, on the 
urban and architectural scales, in the context ofwidely differing 
social realities. This in turn allows the students to discover and 
comprehend other realities than their own everyday lives and to 
broaden their horizons with regard to the possible frameworks for 
intervention in professional practice. In the case of Havana in par
ticular, the teaching-Iearning process provided an opportunity to 
discover the urban policies related to a socialist system, based on 
public and social control of the means of production by the State, 
through land tenure and urban investment. 

Training reffective practitioners 

Teaching processes in the field of architecture are gearing to train
ing professionals who are capable of doing more than merely ana
lysing the complexity of the territorial dynamics in which they will 
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have ta operate. As architecture is a profession that combines think
ing with know-how, teaching in this field is simulraneously geared 
to developing skills for transformational action (Catenazzi, Da 
RepresentaçaO,2006). 

In the case of the lapa, the goal of the course is ta tackle the 
field of architecture and urban planning trom the point of view 
of "praxis", that is, trom the practical application of knowlcdge 
to reality. The teaching-Iearning process is primarily aimed at 
helping future archirecrs deve\op skills for elaboraring projecrs for 
intervention on the urban and architectural scale. Accordingly, the 
courses offered incorporate rraining processes where students are 
confronred with real-life problems, as work siruations in which rhey 
learn ta cely on "ceflection-in-pracrice" geared to projecr praxis, 
thac is, ro rhe design dimension. Such processes are based on case 
studies as real problems rhat reRect che specificiries of urban deve\
opment and help srudents learn ta rake decisions using a logie of 
intervention. 

The notion of reRection-in-acrion involves looking ro personal 
experiences, connecting wirh own feelings, and arrending to own 
rheories in use. Ir enrails building new undersrandings ro inform 
their actions in the situation that is unfolding. This process of think
ing must also be Iinked wirh reRecrion-on-action, whieh makes it 
possible ro spend time exploring why we acted as we did, what was 
happening in a group, rhus, ra develop a set of quesrions and ideas 
about our acrivicies and practiec. As Smith points out, there is a clear 
relarionship between reRection in and on action, as peopledraw upon 
the processes, experiences and understandings generated through 
reRection on action. In turn, things can be left and rerurned to. The 
space afforded by rccording, supervision and conversation with peers 
forexample, allows approaching this (Smith, 1994. 2007).-f 

4 For further der"il$ on the debne between retleellon ln "crion lnd retlecrlon on 
lction, see SeMn, 1983.1985, 1987;5mith '99"; EUUI199"; U~herer 11. 1997). 
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Developing capacities for reflection-in-practice and reflection-on
practice takes due account in reality ofa characteristic pedagogical 
approach that is widespread in teaching in the field of architec
ture and is closely related to the training of "reflective practition
ers", that is, professionaIs operating in areas outside the bounds of 
technical rationality.5 In this way, students ofarchitecture learn by 
doing, with the help ofother, experienced professional practition
ers (ScMn, 1987). 

"Grasping" the Latin American cities 

Learning is a complex process in which each subject re-represents 
reality on the basis ofa unique personal reconstruction. In the field 
ofurban planning, there is a need to transmit knowledge allowing 
students to grasp the complexity of urban dynamics and develop 
skills that will enable them to intervene in these dynamics through 
plans and projects, tackled from a multidisciplinary and multisecto
raI perspective. This constitutes a relevant challenge for university 
students in whom skills are developed within the framework of the 
organization ofknowledge by discipline. 

To take up this challenge, the lapa combines analytical research 
Methodologies with creative design, developing investigative proc
esses for urban planning and architecture. 

For example, the cycle oflectures "lapa lessons" given by out
side experts from different disciplines afforded the students and 
the teaching team an opportunity to become acquainted with the 
complex urban realities ofdifferent Latin American cities - Curitiba, 
caracas, Bogota and Havana, as weIl as Miami. In a second phase, the 
theoretical knowledge conveyed as a tool for analysis was tapped by 

5 The idea of a reflective practltioner is a general notion whlch takes different 
forms in dlfferent fields and ln the cultures ofdifferent professions. 
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means of work in teams, to whieh students were assigned as "special
ists" on different topies / problems: health, housing, transportation, 
food and education. These topies had been selected in advance by the 
teaching team and the group of outside experts for their relevance 
to the different cities studied and, in partieular, to the shaping of 
urban policy in Havana. Each team was tasked with delving into the 
topies selected, in relation to the cities analysed. The students were 
responsible for working out on their own strategies for gathering 
and analysing data, in order to establish a "database" for each of the 
cities studied. The resultant group analyses were presented to and 
discussed with the teaching staffand the panel ofexperts. This type 
of dynamie encourages the development of analytieal skills within 
the framework ofspaces for exchange and discussion whieh help stu
dents grasp the manifold dimensions of urban problems and better 
understand the different sectors of intervention. 

Accordingly, in this initial phase pedadogieal instruments were 
incorporated whieh made it possible to mobilize knowledge in com
plex situations, simultaneously creating relationship modes between 
theory and practiee. The pedagogical approach was based on recog
nition that theory is not the only useful form ofknowledge and that 
consequently, it is not up to teachers to simply pass on researchers' 
research findings. The relationship between theory and practice in 
the teaching-Iearning process facilitates the development oflogics 
for acting in situations of uncertainty whieh are characteristic of the 
design processes (Schon, 1987) and encourages the elaboration of 
knowledge and skills that are directly related to professional practice. 

Designing responses to "wicked" problems 

The second stage in the teaching-Iearning process we would like to 
highlight focused on the shaping ofurban planning capacities on dif
ferent scales: that of the city, that of the Municipio, that of the urban 
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sector. Work-based training relying on case studies makes it easier 
ta learn how to make decisions with a view ta moving forward in 
designing answers ta urban problems with real anors and problems 
which changedepending on the point ofview of the person defining 
them. In the field of urban plann ing and architecture in particular, 
the challenge consists of devising pedagogical approaches for the 
developmenr of complex skills enabling future professionals to take 
decisionsaimed at providinganswers to "wicked" problems. 

J[ will be recalled that, sorne decades ago, the work of Ritter and 
Webber showed that urban and architectural problems cannot be dealt 
with as "tame" problems, that is, on the basis ofprocesses in which 
an exhaustive formulation can be stated conraining ail the informa~ 

tion the problem-solver needs for understandingand solvingthe prob
lem. On the contrary, with "wicked" problems, ail of the information 
necessary for understanding the urban problems is closely rclated to 
the possible answers (Rirre1, webber, 1973). This in tum points to the 
nced to elaboratc new modes for the production process. 

There is a need to consider, for example, that a large share of 
decisions relating to the design process cannat be taken - above ail if 
they involve outside anors - until the basic principles of the solution 
are known. "The c1assical systems approach is based on the assump
tion thata projectcan be organized into distinct phases: understand 
the problems, gather information, synthesize information, work 
out solutions and the Iike. For wicked problems however, this type 
ofscheme docs not work. One cannot undcrstand the problem with
out knowing about its conrext; one cannot meaningfully search for 
information without the orientation of a solution concept; one can
not n.rst undersrand, then solve" (Ritfe1, Webber, 1973). 

The project anivity must be viewed as the production ofknowl
edge by means ofa recurrent process of conjectutes and refutations 
between the different actors involved in the ptoduction process. The 
project is in itself an instrument for seeking to define problems, not 
just find answers. Thus, du ring the initial project phases, the elabo



'ssons 

ration of conjectures and the definition of the problem move forward 
simultaneously, notone after the other. 

Various properties characterize urban architectural production 
as actiyities for seeking answers ta wicked problems, according to 
Rirrel and Webber(1973): 

- There is no definirive formulation of the problem; 
- Problems have no sropping rule as there is no criteria that relis 

when the or an answer has been found; 
- Every problem is essenrially unique as despite strong 

similarities there is aJways an additional disringuishing 
ptopetty ta each wicked ptOblem; 

- Evety problem can be considered ro be asymptom ofanother 
one; one should not try ta cure symptoms and therefore, one 
should try to settle the problem on as high a level as possible; 

- Solutions ate not true-or-false but good-or-bad as judgements 
are likely ta differ widely ta accord with group or personal 
inrerescs. value-sets and ideological positions; 

- There is not an enumerable or exhaustive set of potencial 
solutions or answers; il is a marrer of judgemenr whether one 
should try ta enlarge the set of alternatives and which one 
has ta be implemenred; 

- The choice ofexplanation determines the nature of the 
problem's resolution; thediscrepancies are linked with che 
analyst's "world view"; 

- There is no Immediate and no ultimate test of a given answer. 
as any solution, afterbeing implementcd, will generate 
waves of consequences over an extended period of rime; 

- Every atrempt counrs significanrly as every 
implemented answer is consequencial; it Icavcs "traces" that 
cannor be undone; 

Consequently, approaches to wicked problems should be based on 
a model of planning as an argumentative process in the course of 
which an image of the problem and of the answer emerges gradually 
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among the participants, as a product of incessant judgement sub
jecced to critical argument. Therefore, as Schan explains, the pracri
tioner carries oU[ an experiment which serves tO generate both a new 
undersranding of the phenomenon and a change in the situation. 

Various pedagogical instruments no doubt helped in taking up 
this challenge so that, paradoxically, innovation in this phase, the 
outcome ofwhich was the Urban Constitution (UC), might be associ
ated with the old statemcnts wc havcjustenumerated. 

First, there was a pooling of the experience whieh students 
acquired while analysing the various Latin American cities in collab
oration with the teaching team and the outside experts. This brings 
us back to the notion of "experts" who, organized inro single-topie 
groups, were responsible for analysing each of the topies assigned on 
the scale of the city ofHavana. In tu m, this analysis gave rise tO the 
elaboration of the first alternatives for solutions to each problem, the 
first "conjectures" on the scale of the Municipio 10 de Octubre. The 
outcome was five group products in the form of response strategies 
to problems ofhealth, housing, transportation, food and education. 
This first process of conjectures and refutations allowed the studems 
to deepen their understanding of the urban problems they had to 
face. As with the previous group produns, the rhemacic strategies 
were presented and discussed collective\y inside the lapa, with input 
from the panel ofoutside experts. 

The analysis of the various problem-re\ated aspects, which com
bined the development of analytical skills with design, represented 
a collective inpU[ via the d rafting of the first "Urban Constitutions". 
As presented in the previous chapters, these are a sort of pact which 
defines the aims of deve!opmenr. For this purpose, five groups ofsru
dents were formed recently, composed ofd ifferent themacic "experts" 
rasked wirh a single mission - drawing up an Urban Constitution on 
the scale of the Municipio. 

In terms of analysis, one interesting aspect was the level of rrans
formation action În the reality of the different conjectural propos
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aIs, especially those focused on a thematic aspect on the scale of the 
Municipio, most of which appeared as clearly delineated answers 
ta a pressing reality. As the studems becamc aware of the limited 
resources and the Strict sectaral administrative regulations, for 
example, this no doubt determined the feeling of"lîmited freedom 
ta propose" as far as the differenr groups of experts were concerned. 

Ir is clear that with "wicked" problems, there are no "righc" or 
"wrong" answers tO urban challenges. At the same time, it is diffi
cult to determine who is empowered to evaluate the quality of such 
answers. However, the discussions on the proposais drawn up high
lighted the need to incorporate new arguments inro the process for 
defining the ptoblems which the srudents faced. The trip ta Havana 
was intended ta provide the necessary elementS for the next step, 
confirming in turn the relevance of the time limits set for the teach
ing-Iearning process. For the first time, the studenrs, including the 
majority of the teachers, came inro direct contact with the reality in 
which they would beoperating. 

The urban Constitution 

Already in Havana, the Utban Constitutions of the studenrs from 
the lapa were presented and discussed with the local counterparrs, 
strengthening their exploratory nature as part of the process of 
defining the urban problems ta be tackled. These "conjectures", for
mulated on the basis of a series of basic data obtained by the Swiss 
studenrs through various sources, thus went beyond initial diagno
sis. Their proposal-orienred nature facilitated the devclopmem of a 
programmatic phase in the drafting of the Urban Constitution, by 
means of the inclusion of instru mems and working modes specifie ta 

the design phase, that is, the design aetivity.6 
With a view ta promoting the formation ofworking groups 

composed ofSwiss and Cuban studenrs, the [eaching Strategy once 
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again took up the analysis and elaboracion of chematic proposais 
which had preceded the first Urban Constitutions. This scrategy also 
helped ensure a level playing field for both groups of parmers: the 
studencs from the lapa would becter understand realities in Cuba, 
while the Cuban students would relyon praxis tO understand the 
lapa's approach. 

ln addition co strengthening methodological training to solve 
wicked problems. the work do ne in Havana enabled the students 
trom the lapa to develop cenain specific skills. Pirst of all, the abil
ity co incorporate the dimension of individual cxpcricnce with 
regard to the case and the problem taken up - an invaluable lesson 
From a reaching perspective. Second, the ability co exchange views 
with studems, teachers and local experts, within the framework of 
indispensable diversity with a view to promoting processes which 
enhance the value of difference in collective production. Third. the 
ability co compare with local counterparts the social utilîty of aca
demie training in the field ofurban planning in different social 
realities. This poims to a need to face diversity in the scope of 
training which is designed co encourage responsibility and which 
implies the dcvelopment of social awareness, shared responsibil
ity for solving priority problems and a eommitment bascd on soli~ 

darity tO tackle such problems. 
The col1ecdve outcome of an urban strategy was the Urban 

Constitution (UC), developed by Cuban and Swiss studcnts. teach
ers and expens as a cool for defining the urban problems analysed. 
Following the drafting of the "text of the constitution", that îs. the 
laws which would collectively define the developmcm goals of the 

6 The nocion of ~ programmJ.tic phase wu dcvdoped in the 1980s by FreD(h 
exputs. UJ.Il înnovatlve approa(h for the initial phucs of urban archiu'C!urJ.1 pro
ductioll. From a mctbodolollicd poillt ofview. Ihis work was rebted to the notion of 
~wicked~ problems deve10ped by Rittcland Weber, among other. See Sechet 19119: 
ConJ.n 1989. '990: Prost '992. 
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municipality, the UC took the form of an intervention blueprinr - a 
sort of zoning scherne. This instrument was prepared by groups 
which selected and worked in different seetors of intervention, 
related to a certain extent to the notion of urban projects. Drafting 
a single collective outcome facilitated the development of skills for 
defending and negotiating different rnodalities for the interpreta
tion of urban reality and for the definition of positions with regard 
to possible modes of intervention. The debate basically focused on 
the role that Havana played in the urban structure, not only at the 
nationallevel but also at the internationallevel. Although the Swiss 
and Cuban teams agreed on the need to mainrain the spatial and 
morphological Qualities of the municipality, views differed as to the 
need to strengthen Havana's relevance. The projCct helped teach stu
dents how to take decisions based on cfÎtical, pluralist attitudes with 
an ability todevelop proposais for change. 

Architectural intervention 

Once they returned tO Switzerland, the lapa studenrs set out to draft, 
individually or in groups, architectural projects on different thernes, 
based on the selection of the different sectors of intervention 
defined in the UC. ln this second sernester, the teaching-Iearning 
process was relatively "trad itional", with considerably shorter dead
lines. Teaching activities focused on the developrnenr of architec
turai project skills li nked to the creation of architectural concepts 
and their developrnent, with the project stages following in linear 
progression. 

lfwe cake the resuIts ofthis second sernester as a scarting point, 
it is interesting tO note that the projects do nOt appear as heavily cir
curnscribed answers toconternporary reality in Cuba. The "possible", 
which was very present in the first thematic proposais at the urban 
level, was apparenrly giving way to the "desirable"'. Mernbers of the 
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teaching team came up with the hypothesis that the desire to play 
the part of "artists", which was tO a certain extent contained during 
theteaching-Iearning phase of urban planning, could beseen in the 
students in this last stage. 

Once aga in, the point should be made that these proposais in 
response ro "wicked" ptoblems pteclude possible evaluations of 
right or wrong answers. Judgments as tO what can be deemed satis
factory, adequate or even "creative" or "ïnnovate'" differ according 
tO personal or collective interests linked tO differenr value systems. 
However, from the training process onwards, the relevance of the 
projects, as answers to the problems encounrered, was analysed in 
relation tO thdr adaptabilîty to and respect for the Vc. 

ln this connection, and from a pedagogical perspective, the archi
tecturai projects must be viewed as "conjectures" for possible inter
ventions Stemming from a collective process consrruered together 
with Cuban stakeholders. Even though rhe projects are doubtless 
unfinished and not yer implemented as solutions, they consritute a 
new link in the chain ofefforts to define the problems fadng Havana 
and the Munidpio la de Octubre in parricular. 

The projects' primary value is that they fuel rhe architectural 
debare in Cuba that was launched in the 1960s, on the need to pro
duce creative sodal architecture as a cultural produet with aesthetic 
values, developed in response ra the overall needs ofrhe popula
tion and attuned to local candirions of production. Ail of these 
ideological intentions have, to a certain extenr, in the field ofhous
ing, education and health, for example, been subsumed under the 
pragmatic immediacy of srandardized solurions throughour rhe 
island (Rabinovich, 2007), as a result of which these intentions have 
achieved goals which, in orher counrries, have remained empry 
words. Yet the collaborarion with Cuban colleagues highlighted 
the fact rhat the debate has not disappeared and that it is possible 
and relevant tO maintain spaces for discussion within cerrain pro
fessional and academic bounds in Cuba. 
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Closing notes 

This contribution stems from the desire to participate in the reflec
tion on teaching-learning processes in the field of architecture and 
urban planning, based on the pedagogical experience of the lapa. 
Thus, we investigated sorne aspects which we consider innovative in 
relation to the 2006 - 2007 academic year focused on the case of the 
Municipio 10 de Octubre ofHavana, Cuba. 

With regard to activities linked to urban planning, we have seen 
that the various stages of the pedagogical process leading to the 
drafting of the Urban Constitution took on the proposal-oriented 
nature. These same stages were situated in relation to the develop
ment of analytical capacities along with others geared to interven
tion, thereby promoting, from a teaching perspective, the develop
ment of the necessary skills to solve wicked problems. This made it 
possible to move ahead in an innovative fashion in building the real
ity for which the project was meant - reality as a situation which has 
not only institutional, social and cultural dimensions but also an eco
nomic side and which lends itself to transformation. The challenge 
was ta change the course of the urban processes, defining interven
tions based on a global strategy which includes and mobilizes the rel
evant actors. 

In this connection, putting into action the capacity to reflect on 
praxis was developed in different scenarios of group interaction, in 
the form ofexchanges with students, teachers and local and foreign 
experts. This helped develop the key skills for such proposaIs suited 
to intervention in changing and highly complex situations, thereby 
reducing the risk ofany reductive interpretation of reality. 

At the same time, tackling cases as working teams implied 
that those who participated on the basis of shared responsibility 
were capable of constructing their own perspective of knowledge 
and comparing it with others' perspectives. This in turn made it 
easier to understand that there are personal tendencies which 
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Havana lessons 

Teaching and Research in Architecture 

Today the question of teaching architecture and of 
tesearch in architecture is pertinent. The role of the 
architect in the building trade is changing rapidly and 
the profession needs to define and defend its rcalm of 
influence. The formation of professionals will have an 
impact on the direction of the profession in the furure. 
This publication presenrs the teaching methodology 
of the Labotatory for the production of architecture 
(lapa) at the EPFL, Switzerland. The approach to 

teaching in architecture at lapa îs informed hy the 
procedures and project experience of international 
practice and the desire to establish a comptehensible 
and trans-disciplinary culture ofanalysis and design in 
architecture. 

The application of the teaching method is exempli
fied by the stucdy of "10 de Octubre", a large popular 
municipality ofthe city ofHavana. 
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